ATA Organised EVENTS 2020

MAY / MAYIS
5TH Bird Watching
As on previous occasions our ALL DAY bird watching experience
will be lead by the renowned Robin Snape whose knowledge and
expertise in all aspects of wildlife make for both and enjoyable
and interesting day for the experience ‘Twitchers’ as well as the
less so. Cyprus is situated between two of the great bird migration routes’
one from the Balkans to Africa, and the other from western Russia
Southwards through Palestine to East Africa. North Cyprus is home to
an impressive 347 different species of birds, seven of which are
unique to Cyprus. The yearly arrival of migrating birds heading
northwards in May, include
the blue rock thrush,
spectacled warbler, the resident Cyprus warbler and wheatear,
black-headed bunting, alpine swifts, swallows, swifts, hoopoe,
masked shrike and little ringed plovers, although with over 347
different species of birds, seven of which are unique to Cyprus
organised bird watching is a treat to behold. Everyone who has
previously experienced our Bird Watching event has enjoyed
themselves and not only had a great time but also learnt much
from Robin’s enthusiasm for our feathered friends. Join us for
an unforgettable experience and something you will tell your friends about for ages!

Descriptions of all Events are done so using poetic journalistic license and should not be assumed to be a detailed description or itinerary of
any particular Event, rather a ‘wetting the imagination’. Detailed information on all Events will be emailed to members in sufficient time prior
to the actual Event to enable informed decisions made as to if the Event is of interest to you.
For more information on any of our Events in 2020 please email our Events Organiser whoes contact details can be found on the committee
members page and events page of our website.

